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Brunswick, Maine
REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
To the Trustees and Overseers of Bowdoin College:
I have the honor to submit the following report for the
academic year 1945-1946:
I. DE MORTUIS
William Widgery Thomas, of the Class of 1894, Trustee
of the College since 1938, died at his home in Portland,
May 23, 1946, in his seventy-fourth year. He had served on
the Board of Overseers from 1921 until his election to the
Board of Trustees, and was for many years a member of
the important Finance Committee. Bound to Bowdoin by
ancestral ties running back well over one hundred years
and with Bowdoin descendants, he was utterly devoted to
the College and a most wise counselor and adviser, not only
in investments but in matters of general policy. By in-
heritance, character, and influence he was one of the finest
of men and one of the leading citizens of Maine. His death
coming so shortly before Commencement will nowhere be
more deeply mourned than at his Alma Mater.
Herbert Weidler Hartman, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Pro-
fessor of English, died in a Brunswick hospital after an
operation for appendicitis on October 2, 1945, in his forty-
fifth year. Coming to Bowdoin in 1928 from his graduate
studies at Yale, as instructor in English, he was made an
assistant professor in 1930, and an associate professor in
1936. For over seventeen years he devoted himself to the
College and to his students, at the same time winning the
respect of his peers in the academic world by solid achieve-
ments in the field of English literature. A thorough
scholar and an inspiring teacher he will long be missed
alike by faculty and undergraduates who knew and loved
him.
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Charles Theodore Burnett, Ph.D., L.H.D., Professor
Emeritus of Psychology, died suddenly at his home in
Brunswick on January 31, 1946, in his seventy-fourth year.
For more than forty years on the Faculty, he was for all
that time one of the most respected and beloved citizens of
Brunswick. Dr. Burnett has left in College and community
as deep an impression as has been made by any member
of the Faculty for many years. As is our custom for a senior
member of the Faculty, a memorial issue of the Bowdoin
Bulletin will soon be published containing tributes from
his colleagues and friends.
Miss Anna Elizabeth Smith, A.M., Curator of the Art
Collections of the College from 1914 until 1935, died at her
home in Brunswick after a long illness on November 21,
1945. One of the very few women who held an honorary
degree from the College, she was given that distinction in
1935 "in thankful recognition of faithful and helpful hos-
pitality to children, students, graduates, and visitors from
the far corners of the earth, many of whom have through
her learned the beauty of art and the value of our
collections/'
At the time of writing this report the number of Bow-
doin men in the Service is 2,67 1 and the number of casual-
ties 91, with one still missing in action. With deep regret
the following names added since my last report are
recorded:
Edgar K. Sewall '26, Captain USA; brought from Europe
to Walter Reed Hospital, where he died in August, 1945.
Paul T. Hayes '31, Captain USA; died of wounds in
France, October 1, 1945.
Delos W. Evens '32, Lt. Field Artillery; died July 14, 1945,
in Tourlaville, France, from injuries received while on
duty in Southern Germany.
John E. Cuddy III '33, S/Sgt.; accidental death in Tacoma,
Washington, December 31, 1945.
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Michael G. H. McPharlin '35, Major AAF; missing since
D-Day, June 6, 1944; declared dead, February, 1946.
John F. Presnell, Jr. '36, Lt. Col. USA; taken prisoner at
Corregidor, in May, 1942, his parents were notified that
he was killed in Pacific area while being transported on
a Japanese ship, December 15, 1944.
David T. Deane '37, S/Sgt.; missing in action in Italy, May,
1945. Presumed dead, May, 1946.
Allan C. Ferris '39, S/Sgt. AAF; missing in action since
November 23, 1943, in a bombing raid over France. Pre-
sumed dead, May, 1945.
Carl E. Boulter '40, Ensign USNR; missing in overdue
plane off the coast of Brazil, June, 1943. Presumed dead,
May, 1946.
Harold E. Dyment '40, 1st Lt. AAF; missing in action on
submarine patrol duty in the Bay of Biscay, July, 1943.
Presumed dead, May, 1946.
Edward R. Howard '41, Corporal; missing in South Pacific
area since February 2, 1944. Presumed dead, February,
*945-
William B. Moulton 2d '41, 2nd Lt. AAF; missing in action
over Germany since November 5, 1944. Reported as dead
by the War Department, July 19, 1945.
Hugh Munro, Jr. '41, Lt. USA; killed in action in Ger-
many, April 27, 1945.
Charles P. Reeks, Jr. '41, Naval Aviation; missing in action
since raid over Formosa, January 3, 1945. Presumed dead,
May, 1946.
Alfred D. Shea '42, 2nd Lt. Army; died suddenly at Fort
Jackson, South Carolina, July, 1945.
Robert Dean Heflin '43, Lt. 19th Task Battalion, 9th Ar-
mored Division; killed in action in Luxembourg, Decem-
ber 26, 1944.
Millard H. Patten, Jr. '43, 1st Lt. Marines; killed in action
on Okinawa, May 5, 1945.
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Sherman B. Ruth '43, 1st Lt. Marines; died of wounds re-
ceived at Okinawa, May 17, 1945.
Hugh F. Farrington '44, Pfc USA; died at his home in
Conway, N. H., of heart failure, July 15, 1945.
Richard F. Hale '44, 1st Lt. Marine Air Wing; killed in
action at Okinawa, June 29, 1945.
Alan G. Hillman '44, Lt. 8th Air Force, Bombardier on
Flying Fortress, England; missing in action over Germany
since January 6, 1945. Reported dead, January 20, 1946.
William M. Muir '44, 2nd Lt. USMCR; killed in action on
Okinawa, June 5, 1945.
Harold W. Bishop, Jr. '45, Lt. Army Aviation; missing in
action over Italy, November, 1944. Presumed dead,
November, 1945.
Paul L. Davidson '45, 1st Lt. Navigator Flying Fortress 8th
AAF; missing in action over Germany since March 2,
1945. On July 16, 1945, reported killed in action.
Edward C. Garvey '45, Lt. AAF, 15th Division, based in
Italy, Pilot of a B-24. Ship hit by flak on February 7,
1945. Four of the crew escaped; he refused to jump and
leave the other four men who could not jump; all were
killed over Vienna.
Joseph W. Stapleton '45, 1st year Army Medical class at
Boston University; died May 31, 1945, of heart failure.
Paul H. Eames, Jr. '46, Ensign on USS "Indianapolis" that
was sunk in action; reported by Navy late in July, 1945,
as missing in action; in October, 1945, parents were
notified he was killed as result of an action with the
enemy on the night of July 30, 1945.
Curtice L. Mathews, Jr. '46, Pvt. Infantry; killed in action
in Germany between March 27 and April 15, 1945.
Still Reported as Missing in Action
Paul W. Monahan '45, 1st Lt. AAF; missing in action on
mission against Tokyo, May 25, 1945.
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II. GIFTS AND BEQUESTS
From April 1, 1945 to March 31, 1946
Gifts:
Alumni Income Fund—Contributions . $ 56 > 2 33-98
Alumni Endowment Fund (addition) Con-
tributions 3°-°°
Class of 1895—Chapel Walk 5>922 -6°
Class of 1915 Fund (addition) Contributions 215.00
Class of 1921 Fund (addition) Contributions 1,203.00
Class of 1944 Fund (addition) Contributions 346-50
Returned Scholarships Fund (addition) John
J. Dickinson, '43 50.00
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Cup
Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity 60.00
Special Scholarship—Mr. and Mrs. Sydney
Haldane 100.00
War Memorial—Alumni Income Fund . . 100.00
Haldane Cup—Friends of Andrew A. Haldane 320.00
Hawthorne Prize—Robert P. T. Coffin, '15 . 40.00
Forbes Rickard Prize—Kenneth C. M. Sills,
'oi 10.00
General Catalogue—Alumni Income Fund . 1,900.00
Books
—
James E. Rhodes, 2nd, '97 .... 50.00
Anonymous 100.00
Sumner T. Pike, '13 ........ 395-oo
Music—Maine Federation of Women's Clubs 10.00
Adriel U. Bird Foundation 487.50
Campus Improvements
Walter V. Wentworth, '86 ...... 4,027.50
To be expended by the President
Frederick W. Pickard, '94 ...... 2,000.00
Samuel Osher 100.00





Payson Scholarship Fund (addition)
Mrs. Charles H. Payson 26,000.00
Hoyt A. Moore Fund (addition)
Hoyt A. Moore, '95 . 16,533.58
Frederick W. Pickard Fund Number 2 (addi-
tion)
Frederick W. Pickard, '94 9,100.00
Hiram Tuell Fund
Misses Harriet E. and Anna K. Tuell . . 500.00
McGarry Annuity Fund
Mrs. Caroline A. W. McGarry .... 8,640.00
Leon Leighton and Margaret B. Leighton
Scholarship Fund (addition)
Leon Leighton, Jr., '19 1,000.00
President's Loan Fund (addition)
George B. Paull, Jr., '39 13.95
Library Funds—Kenneth J. Boyer .... 10.69
Theta Delta Chi Fund 1,860.00
Henry W. & Anna E. Hale Scholarship Fund
(addition) 2,000.00
Albert T. Gould Library Fund
Albert T. Gould, '08 1,000.00
Bequests:
Class of 1875 Fund (addition)
Estate of Albion S. Whitmore .... 1,000.00
Marshall P. Cram Bequest (addition)
Estate of Marshall P. Cram 50.60
Lindsey E. Grant Fund
Estate of Lindsey E; Grant 100.00
$i4i>739-9°
Although there are no large sums on our list this year,
the total is about $7,000 more than the total of the cor-
responding list a year ago.
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Particular attention should be paid on the above list to
the scholarship given by Mr. and Mrs. Haldane in memory
of their son, Captain Andrew A. Haldane, of the Class of
1941. The College has also received notice of a bequest
of $500 by Hugh Munro, Jr., of the Class of 1941, killed in
action in Germany.
It is a pleasure to record that the Rare Book Room in
the Library, as described in my report for last year, has
been completed and is now in use.
During the year additions to the class walks have been
made by the Class of 1886 through the generosity of Mr.
Walter V. Wentworth; and by the Class of 1895, and the
Class of 1919. These walks and the grading and planting
made possible by the kindness of Mr. Wentworth have
done much to enhance the beauty of the campus.
III. THE FACULTY
Not for a great many years have there been so many
changes to record in the list of faculty members. Professor
Manton Copeland, Ph.D., of the Department of Biology,
has notified us of his intention to retire at Commencement
in 1947, and has been given leave of absence for the coming
academic year, although he will teach in the first term of
the Summer Trimester, leaving the active service of the
College on August 12, 1946. Professor Copeland came to
the Faculty as instructor in 1908; he was made assistant pro-
fessor in 1909, professor in 1910, and Josiah Little Pro-
fessor of Natural Science in 1936. During all that time he
has been one of the most effective and one of the most
popular members of the Faculty. With his colleague he
has built up his department so that it has a first-rate repu-
tation; he has sent many students into graduate and scien-
tific work, and has played a most important part in the
education of generations of Bowdoin physicians. As chair-
man of the faculty committee on medical scholarships he
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has conducted that important activity with conscientious
care and admirable judgment. His retirement is a great
loss to the College, but undoubtedly for the next few years
his scholarly activities will continue to reflect credit upon
Bowdoin.
Professor Mortimer Phillips Mason, Ph.D., of the De-
partment of Philosophy, will retire this Commencement,
since he reached the age of seventy last March. He came to
Bowdoin as Professor of Philosophy in 1920, and by his
thorough scholarship, by his effective teaching, and by the
integrity of his character, he has won the deep respect of
colleagues and students. His past experience at Harvard
and Princeton and his wide acquaintance with men in his
field have made him a most valuable member of the Fac-
ulty. Much of his teaching was with individuals, which
after all is the most effective kind of teaching.
I regret deeply to announce the following resignations:
Professor Boyd Wheeler Bartlett, Ph.D., of the Depart-
ment of Physics, a graduate of Bowdoin and of West Point,
to accept a most important post at the United States Mili-
tary Academy at West Point. Professor Bartlett, whose
connection with the Faculty goes back to 1927, has been a
most valuable member of the Faculty in every way. Our
loss is the nation's gain.
Associate Professor Elbridge Sibley, Ph.D., of the De-
partment of Sociology, has resigned to continue his work in
Washington. He had been a member of the Faculty from
1932, although on leave of absence since 1940. Dr. Sibley
was a courageous teacher and a careful and accurate scholar.
Dr. Vernon Lemont Miller, Instructor in Psychology,
who left Bowdoin in 1942 after ten years of service, has done
admirable work as an officer in the United States Navy,
and has decided to take a more important position else-
where.
Linn Scott Wells, Coach of Baseball and Hockey from
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1931 to 1942, rendered most valuable service when he was
with us, and left a fine record both by his work and by his
human and friendly character.
To all these former teachers the College is greatly in-
debted; they have helped immeasurably in building the
present day Bowdoin. To all of them go our very best
wishes for the future along with gratitude for their service
to us in the past.
Since April, Dean Nixon has been on sabbatical leave
made necessary by family circumstances and by the fact that
Mrs. Nixon has found it necessary to be in Illinois. Cer-
tainly no one has a more deserved sabbatical leave than
the Dean. During the war years he has worked indefatig-
ably and has kept in touch with hundreds of students who
have written to him constantly. It is a pleasure to feel that
he will be back with us in renewed strength April 1, 1947.
In the meantime, Associate Professor Kendrick, of the
Department of History, has been appointed Acting Dean
and is carrying on that most difficult office with fidelity
and ability.
Associate Professor Athern P. Daggett, of the Department
of Government, is at present on sabbatical leave, carrying
on research work in North Carolina and later in California;
he will return for the second term of the Summer Trimes-
ter.
The College has welcomed back from the war Professor
Van Cleve, of the Department of History, who as Colonel
in the Intelligence Department of the Army rendered such
notable service that he received a War Department citation;
Associate Professor Stallknecht, S/Sgt. in the Army stationed
in Washington, who through his linguistic ability was able
to be of great value in the Signal Corps; George Daniel
Shay, of the Department of Physical Training, Lieutenant
in the Navy, who had important assignments in different
parts of the country in that department; and Dr. G. Roger
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Edwards, Assistant Curator of the Art Collections, who
spent four years in the Medical Corps, the last two years
being overseas in the Pacific theatre of operations. We are
also glad after his service in the Navy, and after receiving
the resignation of Dr. Sibley, to welcome back Dr. Burton
W. Taylor, Associate Professor of Sociology, who this Tri-
mester has taken Professor Kendrick's place as Veterans'
Adviser.
During the past year the following appointments have
been made:
Dr. Walter H. Clark, Instructor in Psychology
Mr. Arthur M. Stratton '35, Instructor in English
Mr. Rossiter R. Bellinger, Instructor in English
Dr. James F. J. Gillen, Instructor in History
Dr. Gordon M. Messing, Instructor in Latin
Dr. Allen L. Hanson, Instructor in Chemistry
Mr. Edward C. Heintz, Assistant Librarian
Mr. Daniel K. MacFayden, Coach of Baseball and Hockey
For the Spring Trimester I appointed the following
Teaching Fellows:
Dr. G. Roger Edwards '35 in Latin
Mr. Robert S. Burton '43 in Government
Mr. Joseph H. LaCasce '46 in Mathematics
Mr. Charles Mayaud in French
Promotions and changes to be made this Commence-
ment cannot as yet be recorded, but before concluding this
paragraph I desire to pay my tribute to the services of the
Faculty during the war years. No body of men could have
been more helpful, more devoted, or more able in counsel
than the Bowdoin faculty. Some day when the history of
Bowdoin's contribution to World War II is written there
may be an adequate expression of appreciation for the
services rendered by the teaching staff of the College.
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IV. THE LIBRARY
It is often forgotten even by warm friends of the College
that the Library is indeed the heart of the institution, and
that it is most important for the sake of the whole College
that the Library should be maintained at the greatest effi-
ciency possible. With the return of so many service men,
who without doubt are more interested in reading and in
studying than are the younger members of the College, it
is probable that by next winter our facilities will be greatly
overcrowded. The Library staff is already making plans to
store some of the books and documents in other buildings;
so little space being available in Hubbard Hall. Such an
emergency situation will continue to grow more acute until
an addition can be made to the building.
The beautiful Rare Book Room, so generously provided
by an anonymous donor, is now in operation. The Healy
portrait of Longfellow over the Italian Renaissance mantel
is a lovely addition to the room.
In our budget this year we are making provision for the
purchase of books from abroad that it has not been possible
to secure because of war conditions. It is very necessary
that learned periodicals and other books published in Eu-
rope should be bought when the opportunity offers, and
it is hoped that this generous appropriation will do much
to fill up the gaps that have arisen in different departments.
Mr. Kenneth Boyer, who was appointed Librarian last year,
has conducted all the affairs of the Library with energy
and ability. The Faculty Committee on the Library has
been unusually active, and the staff, with an excellent As-
sistant Librarian in the person of Mr. Edward Heintz, is
admirably adapted to carry on the increased obligations that
the post-war conditions demand.
V. LOOKING AHEAD
There are many reasons to believe that the present pres-
sure on American colleges is not temporary, but will prob-
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ably exist for some years to come. In the first place, young
men entering the armed forces of the nation before Novem-
ber 1, 1946, will be entitled to G. I. benefits, which means
a large number eligible from 1948 to 1950. Again, families
which have put aside educational funds for boys who have
had G. I. privileges will have this money available for their
younger sons. More important still is the iact that many
high school graduates are unable, on account of over-
crowded conditions, to enter college this coming year,
and these will form a very considerable backlog for
the future. Moreover, men from the Service now in college
are deriving so much benefit that they will be eager pro-
ponents of the worth of a collegiate education. Any one
of these factors would cause a decided increase in enrol-
ment; all of them together point to a situation that will be
decidedly critical. Incidentally, other factors will cause a
similar problem so far as the education of women is con-
cerned. In a way the problem is fantastic. A year ago many
colleges were wondering where they would be able to find
enough students to fill their quotas. Today every college
is obliged to turn away many excellent candidates.
There is in this report opportunity to comment on
a few of the implications of the present situation. Next
fall probably a very large majority of male students in
American colleges and universities will be financed by
governmental subsidies. This is absolutely fair and just; a
slight return for invaluable services rendered in the war.
Nevertheless, the program makes one wonder if it will lead
to a demand on the part of the American people that every
well-qualified student who would profit by a college educa-
tion should receive it at governmental expense. That is a
long range possibility. For the immediate future some
steps should be taken to allow at least a considerable num-
ber of boys from high schools and preparatory schools to
come to college without undue delay. It would seem
reasonable to set up some kind of a quota system whereby
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every college would receive a number of new students fairly
divided between returning service men and boys from the
schools. How this could be worked out practically is not
for one college to say, but the idea is worthy of study. For
a small college of liberal arts like Bowdoin the present
situation presents many difficulties. For the immediate
future it is clear that we must expand to the utmost degree
consistent with giving every individual student as good an
education as possible. Undoubtedly some of our methods
in the emergency will have to change. But it would not be
of benefit to service men or school boys alike to dilute the
kind of education given; such a step would be false patriot-
ism. In the long range program we should soon determine
what in the next decade should be our obligations to the
national demands and to our own standards. In these
reports I have frequently drawn attention to the fact that
the College is not a static, but a dynamic, institution. One
thing seems clear to me: it is wishful thinking to believe
that we shall return to the situation that existed before the
war. We must gird ourselves for new tasks, new problems,
new responsibilities.
VI. THE NEXT INSTITUTE
In the next academic year we are planning one of our
biennial Institutes which will deal with World Politics and
Organization. This will be the twelfth in a series that be-
gan in 1923. For purposes of record, a list of subjects
follows:
Modern History (1923) Politics (1935)
Modern Literature (1925) Philosophy (1937)
The Fine Arts (1927) Music (1939)
The Social Sciences (1929) Human Geography (1941)
The Natural Sciences (1931) Liberal Education (1944)
Modern Literature (1933)
The problem of outside lecturers grows in complexity.
With the crowded and all too long programs of the under-
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graduates, it is not always easy to attract good audiences,
even for very distinguished lecturers. There is a good deal
to be said for concentrating such advantages in the Insti-
tute, which gives the general public opportunity to hear
experts in various fields and permits undergraduates alone
to take part in round table discussions- conducted by the
visiting lecturers.
We also intend to invite some well-known European
scholar to come to us this coming year under the terms of
the Tallman Foundation.
VII. THE YEAR JUST PAST
As one tries to review what has happened to the College
since V-E Day a year ago, one is at first struck by vivid
contrasts. In May, 1945 we were still wondering where our
students for the next fall would be found; today we are
overwhelmed with applications: 850 applicants for 150
places. A year ago we were worried over finances and
prospective deficits. On the 30th of June next we shall
close our books for the five years of war and emergency
with no indebtedness, with -no borrowings, with no use for
current purposes of general unassigned capital funds. We
were then wondering about the return of faculty members
from war and governmental service. Today we are much
more concerned with houses for them and for our new
members. A year ago we were barely keeping the frater-
nities alive; today all of them have a full membership. All
this means that the two principles the College has set
before it in these trying months, the principles of flexibility
and continuity, are still operating. In the present confused
state of education, which reflects the confused state of the
world, we still have to cross our bridges as we come to
them; we still are obliged to plan for next week as well
as for next year.
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VIII. THE NEEDS OF THE COLLEGE
The Alumni Council and the committee of the Govern-
ing Boards on post-war problems have been much con-
cerned of late over the problem of launching soon an in-
tensive campaign for additions both to our capital funds
and to our buildings. Now that we are emerging from the
days when all our energies had to be devoted to winning
the war, we ought to realize that education should be one
of the main factors in maintaining the peace. To that end
every good school, every good college, every good university
must be strengthened by generous financial support as well
as by increased popular interest. It is still a national
scandal that American teachers of every rank are very much
underpaid. Many teachers, both in schools and colleges,
receive far less of an annual wage than do many unskilled
workers. Therefore at Bowdoin,
Need No. 1 is addition to the unrestricted funds of the
College, both through annual contributions to the Alumni
Fund and by gifts to capital.
Need No. 2 is an adequately endowed new chemistry
building, provided with modern equipment, as perhaps the
first installment on other new science laboratories.
Need No. 3 is an adequately endowed little theatre (the
admirable work of Professor Quinby under most trying con-
ditions shows how valuable a little theatre would be to the
whole college community; the grant he received recently
from the Rockefeller Foundation to study the planning and
construction of college theatres all over the country makes
him an expert in this field)
.
Need No. 4 is a new class-room building, adequately en-
dowed.
Need No. 5 is a new wing to Hubbard Hall, adequately
endowed (the Library, greatly overcrowded, will soon be




Need No. 6 is a covered hockey rink, adequately en-
dowed.
Need No. 7 includes additions to the gymnasium to pro-
vide more locker rooms, some squash courts, and other
facilities, with adequate maintenance fund.
Need No. 8 is an Arctic museum, adequately endowed, to
honor Peary '77, MacMillan '98, and Captain Bob Bartlett,
A.M. (Honorary 1920)
.
Need No. 9 is a hall of some kind for the Music Depart-
ment as described in the interesting pamphlet issued by the
College, Ten Years of Music at Bowdoin.
Need No. 10 is the gift of additional funds for the im-
provement of the campus to carry forward the good work
started through the walks given by the Classes of 1910,
1895, 1886, and 1919, and the generous gifts of Mr. Walter
V. Wentworth, of the Class of 1886.
Obviously to meet all these needs a very large sum of
money will be required; $7,000,000 is probably a low
estimate. It is probable that some definite action will be
taken by the Governing Boards this Commencement to start
on such a campaign.
IX. CHANGES IN THE CURRICULUM
Bowdoin has not been free from the searching and
seething introspection common to all colleges in these
post-war days. For nearly two years a faculty committee
has been strenuously at work seeking to improve the
curriculum and to make sure that our educational policy
is adapted to the changing conditions of society at
large. On one important issue, the question of a general
survey course on Western culture, there has as yet been no
final decision. The Faculty has made certain modifications
in course requirements that are, at least in the minds of
the professors, quite important. Already a recommenda-
tion has been sent to the Boards that henceforth only one
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regular degree shall be given, the degree of Bachelor of
Arts. The distinction between the A. B. and the B. S. has
long been obsolete; the B. S. does not denote knowledge of
science; it merely expresses ignorance of Latin. It is
indeed incongruous that a graduate might have as his
major field economics, history, government, philosophy,
romance languages or English literature, and because he
has not pursued Latin for four years is mirabile dictu
given a degree of Bachelor of Science. If the recommenda-
tion of the Faculty, already accepted by the Committees on
Educational Policy and Post-War Plans is ratified by the
Boards, beginning with 1947 every succeeding graduate will
become a Bachelor of Arts, as indeed was the Bowdoin
tradition up to 1900. To salvage something of the value
of classical languages, Freshmen must still elect Mathemat-
ics, or Latin, or Greek. Many of the other changes in re-
quirements are too technical to be set forth here. As I
remarked in my report last year, the first two years at Bow-
doin College have for a long time been so constituted as
to make a foundation in general education for the last two
years; consequently our problem was rather to deal with
details than with principles. Therefore the Faculty is now
concerned with such questions as a general course, inter-
departmental majors, and improvements in the technique
of teaching.
X. PROBLEMS FOR NEXT YEAR
1. Increase in tuition. Since 1937 the tuition charged
at Bowdoin, $150 a semester, or $300 for the old academic
year of two semesters, has been lower than that of
almost any other college of our class. The increased
cost of maintaining the College at a standard that is
necessary makes it imperative that the College should secure
more revenue from tuition. Consequently, a recommenda-
tion will go to the Governing Boards setting the tuition
fee at $200 a semester and absorbing in that amount some
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of the smaller irritating fees that are now asked. The
College has ample scholarship funds to meet any undue
hardship caused by the increase in tuition.
2. It has been definitely decided not to return the
fraternity houses to the corporations that own them until
the opening of the Fall Trimester, October 1, 1946. Con-
sequently, the College will for the summer continue to
manage the dining service for all students on the campus.
Some very interesting proposals have been made and are
now being studied whereby the College shall, if fraternities
are willing, collect room rents for the fraternities on the
term bills, and very possibly assume the general oversight
and management of fraternity eating clubs. There are many
reasons why such a plan should receive particular attention
at this time. Undoubtedly m'any economies would be put
into effect, better board would be afforded the students,
and through the cooperation of fraternities some under-
graduates could still receive something of the training in
business methods that was possible under the old system,
whereby the undergraduate steward had responsibility.
Some fraternity members fear that central management
would mean too great control over the fraternities, es-
pecially in their social and fraternity life. There is, in my
judgment, no ground whatsoever for such fears; it is purely
a business arrangement, and probably this is the best time
in the world for undertaking such an experiment.
3. There will be more than the usual number of
changes in the Faculty this year. The fact that during the
war there were practically no promotions makes it necessary
this year to make up for nearly four years when positions
and salaries were "frozen." The resignations of some
valuable members of the Faculty and the retirement of
others have made it necessary to bring in men who have
had experience in other institutions. It is not entirely
beside the point to say that when new candidates for the
Faculty are being interviewed the first question is not con-
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cerning rank or salary but, "Have you a house where I may
live?" The housing situation in Brunswick brings many
problems of this kind upon the College. We had thought
of building an apartment house for younger members of
the Faculty, only to be forestalled by the tremendous rise
in the cost of building and great difficulty in securing the
necessary material. Certainly the problem of housing for
the Faculty is a major one.
In speaking of the Faculty I should like to refer to some
statements that were made in the bulletin Bowdoin After
the War that was issued last fall. Some of the alumni in
reading the section on the Faculty received the impression
that we were going to require military or naval experience
for new members of the Faculty. I admit that that section
was badly phrased; but we certainly have never had any
intention of requiring for membership in the Faculty any-
thing but the highest standards of preparation in graduate
study, the highest standards of scholarship, the highest
standards of teaching ability. A younger man who, in addi-
tion to these requirements, has had experience in the
Service would have some priority. That is all that was
intended by the statement in the pamphlet.
XI. CONCLUSION
As last year was the transitional year from a fighting war
to an inconclusive peace, so the coming year will undoubt-
edly be marked by many changes and by conditions that
cannot now possibly be foreseen. There are many reasons
to be grateful for the condition in which the College finds
itself. The fact that during the war, in the midst of mili-
tary and naval training units, the College was able to main-
tain its own identity, to have classes composed solely of its
own members without men from the Services, and success-
fully to keep alive many of the subsidiary activities connect-
ed with the undergraduates— all of these things are going
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to make it easier to have the full life of the College renewed.
As I am writing this conclusion, the nation is in the midst
of the critical industrial strife caused by the coal and rail-
road strikes. What social changes will take place in the
next year no one can tell. What challenges the College will
be forced to meet no one can foresee. But whatever the
difficulties, however complex the problems, one can repeat
the well-known words of Winston Churchill after Dunkirk,
"No matter what may come nor how perilous the times may
be, I find the situation exhilarating."
Respectfully submitted,
Kenneth C, M. Sills
May 24, 1946 *
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APPENDIX A
Report of the College Physician
To the President of Bowdoin College:
Like the other departments of the College, the Infirmary,
with the many returning veterans and the increased enrol-
ment, has resumed its usual routine.
Miss Laura Whitcomb, who has been in charge of the
Infirmary for the past ten years with the exception of a
few months spent in the Army, has resigned her position
to do private nursing in Florida; and Mrs. Elizabeth
Darling, who has been on the staff of the Infirmary for the
past four years, is now the chief nurse in residence. Miss
Faustina Robinson, who has substituted at different times,
is now on the staff permanently. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank Miss Whitcomb for her very faithful
and efficient work.
One hundred and one patients have been hospitalized
for a total of 360 days. Three operations for appendicitis
have been necessary, and the three patients, being veterans,
were well taken care of at the Veterans , Hospital in Togus,
Maine.
Over 3,600 calls have been made by the students for every
conceivable minor ailment and injury. Much time has
been spent with several of the students, including the re-
turned veterans, for emotional upsets, but fortunately only
two have left College. One automobile accident occurred
during the winter, and it was necessary to hospitalize two
students in the Maine General Hospital for further exami-
nation and for treatment of a fractured spine and a
ruptured kidney. Fortunately, both cases were much less
serious than was at first feared. There have been no epi-
demics and no cases of pneumonia during the year.
Respectfully submitted,





Oct. 21—The President. Memorial service for Professor
Hartman
Oct. 28—Charles L. Taylor, Jr., Dean of the Episcopal
Theological School, Cambridge, Mass.
Nov. 4—Rev. Rodney W. Roundy, Superintendent Emer-
itus of the Congregational Christian Conference
of Maine
Nov. 1 1—The President. Armistice Day
Nov. 18—The Very Rev. Dudley Hughes, Dean of the
Episcopal Cathedral of St. Luke, Portland
Nov. 25—The President
Dec. 2—Hon. Horace A. Hildreth, Governor of Maine
Dec. 9—Dr. Walter H. Clark, of the Faculty
Dec. 16—The President. Christmas Carol Service
1946
Jan, 6—Chaplain Richard W. Ricker, USN, Brunswick
Naval Air Station
Jan. 13—Rev. G. Ernest Lynch, First Parish (Unitarian)
Church of Portland
Jan. 20—Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, President of the University
of Maine
Jan. 27—Rev. Bradford Johnson, of St. Paul's Church,
Brunswick
Feb. 3—Rev. Harold C. Bonell, of the Central Square
Baptist Church, Portland
Feb. 24—The President
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Mar. 3—Rev. Thompson E. Ashby, First Parish Church,
Brunswick
Mar. 10—Rev. John C. Schroeder, Master of Calhoun Col-
lege, Yale University
Mar. 17—Rt. Rev. John T. Dallas, Bishop of New Hamp-
shire
Mar. 24—The President. Memorial service for Professor
Burnett
Mar. 31—Rev. Joseph F. Fletcher, Episcopal Theological
Seminary, Cambridge, Mass.
Apr. 7—Rev. Wallace W. Anderson, State Street Church,
Portland
Apr. 14—The President. Palm Sunday
May 5—Rev. A. Graham Baldwin, Phillips Academy,
Andover, Mass.
May 12—Dr. Beryl D. Cohon, Rabbi of Temple Sinai,
Brookline, Mass.





























REPORT OF THE DEAN
To the President of Bowdoin College:
During the past year the last of the Service training
programs at Bowdoin came to an end, and the College re-
turned to peacetime, though hardly to normal, conditions.
During the same period the enrolment of civilian students
increased from one hundred and sixty in residence in
April, 1945- to five hundred and forty registered at the
beginning of the spring term of 1946. A year ago only
a handful of students were veterans; at the present time
the latter compose more than three-fifths of the whole
student body, and that proportion will increase in the
coming months. Of approximately three hundred and
thirty veterans, nearly seventy are married and many of
them have children. Most of these veterans attended Bow-
doin before entering the Service, and the College has stated
repeatedly that it would readmit all its former students
who left College for the Service.
Naturally, the veterans have played an increasingly
large part in the life of the College during the past
months, and several novel problems have presented them-
selves. Among them has been that of housing the married
couples. The College has entered this field directly by
leasing apartments as they became available in the town,
and by aiding with subsidies those married students who
found rents out of proportion to their Government allot-
ments and other means. Many of the veterans' wives have
found work in Brunswick, several in the College offices,
and the group as a whole has been a most desirable addi-
tion to the College community. The academic work of
these students has been outstanding, and they have entered
into all other phases of College life as well. With the
prospect of having one hundred or more married couples
in residence, housing remains a most difficult problem.
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Among the veterans is to be found a wide variety of
age, rank, and war experience. They range from former
privates and seamen to majors and commanders, and
among them are former members of the French and Nor-
wegian underground movements, the British and Dutch
air forces, the American Field Service, the Merchant
Marine, and practically every branch of the American
armed forces. Many have been wounded or prisoners of
war, and over twenty, with some degree of disability, are
studying under programs of vocational rehabilitation
under the close supervision of the Veterans' Administra-'
tion. Practically all others are taking advantage of the
G. I. Bill, which is sufficiently generous in its provisions to
cover the College fees aside from room and board. To
meet these latter charges, the veteran receives an allotment
of at least $65 a month, or $90 if married.
The admission and the graduation of students three
times a year, together with the presence of so many men
whose courses were interrupted, have caused the break-
down of the old clearly-cut class divisions of the College,
and the dropping of many of the activities and traditions
that centered around the four class organizations. It is
practically impossible now to distinguish the students on
this basis, but there are indications that there will be a
gradual return to the old forms of organization and the
traditions that went with them. Incidentally, the large
number of incoming veterans, many of them academic
freshmen, has resulted in at least a temporary decline in
hazing activities, already curtailed during the war.
As students, the veterans have proved themselves serious,
cooperative, mature, and interested. Certain concessions
regarding requirements have been made to offset the
handicaps in some fields due to a long interruption of
study, but when the men have chosen suitable programs
they have shown the ability to carry them out success-
fully. Many of these former students have greatly im-
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proved the standard of their pre-Service work, and as a
group the veterans have done distinctly better than the
non-veteran group in the College. In outside activities,
such as athletics, musical clubs, and publications, the
veterans have participated actively, but they have by no
means monopolized any of these fields, which the younger
civilian students carried on so ably and faithfully during
the war. With the heavy influx of veterans and the great
attention centered on them, there has been perhaps some
danger that the other students, the normal constituency
of the College, would become the forgotten men of the
campus. In fact, however, they have proved well able
to hold their own, and both groups appear to be the
gainers from the remarkable diversity in age and exper-
ience that characterizes present-day Bowdoin.
/. Enrolment
Total number of Students enrolled Summer Trimester,
1945 154
Students enrolled October 15, 1945 336
(October 9, 1944 196)
Students enrolled December 1, 1945 322
(December 1, 1944 183)
Left between October 15 and December 1 14
Students enrolled April 1, 1946 540
Left between December 1 and April 1 47
Students readmitted in February, 1946 161
New students admitted in February, 1946 104
II. Veteran Enrolment (included under Enrolment)
Veterans enrolled June 18, 1945 10
Previously at Bowdoin 7
New students at Bowdoin 3
Veterans enrolled October 15, 1945* 103
Previously at Bowdoin 48
New students at Bowdoin 55
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Veterans enrolled April 1, 1946**
Previously at Bowdoin 223
New students at Bowdoin 112
335
#Including 17 married veterans
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IV. Enrolment in Courses 1945-1946
October 15, 1945 April 1, 1946
Art 1, 2 29 35
Astronomy 1, 2 7 l 7
Biology 7 2
Biology 8, 8 1 3
Biology 9 9
Chemistry 1, 1 41 3°
Chemistry 2 3 2
Chemistry 3, 4 6 5
Chemistry 5, 6 1 5
Chemistry 7, 8 22 16
Chemistry 11 1 2
Economics 1, 1 71 99
Economics 2 7 1
Economics 4, 3 8 24
Economics 9, 10 9 39
Economics 11, 12 7 3
English D 6 12
English 1, 1 129 67
English 2 130
English 4 87 39
English 5, 6 11 32
English 8 12
English 9, 10 4 22
English 11, 12 19 65
English 13, 14 13 28
English 21, 22 3 3
English 25, 26 28 88
English 27, 28 17 36
English 29, 30 9 8
English 31 16
French 1, 2 42 31
French 3, 4 23 22
French 5, 6 6 7
French 7, 8 5 10
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French 15 5
German 1, 2 81 69
German 3, 4 28 25
German 13, 14 5 4
German 15, 16 2 3
German 17, 18 5 5
Government 1, 2 59 73
Government 3 13
Government 5, 6 14 21
Government 11 65
Greek 1, 2 8 6
Greek 4, 4-A 2 2
Greek 18 23
History 1, 2 59 124
History 6 2
History 7 47
History 9, 10 20 53
History 14 13
History 51 11
Latin A, B 5 3
Latin, 1, 2 6 6
Latin 3 1
Latin 6 2
Comp. Literature 1, 2 55 108
Mathematics 1, 1 47 47
Mathematics 11, 11 63 63
Mathematics 12 36
Mathematics 14 31
Mathematics 21, 22 11 11
Mathematics 23 7
Mathematics 31/32 4 3
Mathematics 41, 42 1 2
Mathematics 43, 44 1 1
Music 1, 2 5 12
Music 3, 4 4 4
Philosophy 2, 1 34 114




Physics 1, 2 39 33
Physics 3, 4 9 7
Physics 13, 14 5 6
Psychology 1, 2 77 8°
Psychology 3, 4 12 18
Religion 1, 2 5 8
Religion 3, 4 19 12
Russian 1, 2 4 4
Sociology 1, 1 24 61
Sociology 2 27
Spanish 1, 2 6 7
Spanish 3,4 5 7
Zoology 1, 2 38 34
Zoology 1-2 26
Zoology 5, 6 15 13
Zoology 10 10
V. Fraternity Membership, April, 1946
Alpha Delta Phi 42
Psi Upsilon 42
Chi Psi 49
Delta Kappa Epsilon ' 38




Beta Theta Pi . 38
Sigma Nu 33
Alpha Tau Omega 50
Alpha Rho Upsilon Club * ... 32





































Nathaniel C. Kendrick, Acting Dean
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To the President of Bowdoin College:
In accordance with the laws of the College, I present
a report on the condition and progress of the College
Library for the period of April 1, 1945 to March 31, 1946.
SIZE AND GROWTH
The number of volumes in the Library is estimated to
be 207,830; including 1,098 films.
Accessions
1944-45 !943-44 1942-43 1941-42 1940-41
By purchase 1,597 2,658 2,746 2,333 2,139
By gift 1,547 1,626 1,193 1*285 1,246
3,144 4,284 3,939 3,618 3,385
GIFTS
During the past year the Library has received the fol-
lowing gifts:
From the late William Gushing Adams, of the Class
of 1897, about fifty miscellaneous volumes.
From Mrs. John Reed, of Benton Falls, Maine, a col-
lection of fifty letters, which included twenty-five from
Thomas Brackett Reed, of the Class of i860, to Asher C,
Hinds, who was Mrs. Reed's brother, and sixteen from
Reed to Winthrop Murray Crane.
From Mr. Edward Garland Fletcher, of the Class of
1925, fifty volumes in the fields of German and Spanish
literature.
From Mr. Charles Francis Adams, of the Class of 1912,
pamphlets relating to the Northeastern Boundary con-
troversy and to Bowdoin College.
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From Mr. Earle Abbott Merrill, of the Class of 1889, a
set of the Historians' History of the World, bound in full
leather, and a set of the Temple edition of Shakespeare's
Works. Both were placed in the Students' Reading Room.
From Mr. Sumner Tucker Pike, an Overseer, and a
member of the Class of 1913, a set of the Private Papers
of James Boswell from Malahide Castle; in the Collection
of Lt.-Colonel Ralph Heyward Isham, which the Depart-
ment of English had long been desirous of adding to our
collection.
From Mr. Earle Spaulding Thompson, an Overseer, and
a member of the Class of 1914, a manuscript sermon of
President Appleton, delivered on July 7, 1793.
From Miss Edith A. Sawyer, of Fryeburg, Maine, fifteen
volumes on Japan and China.
From The Jewish Chautauqua Society, of Cincinnati,
Ohio, twenty-six selected volumes of Judaica.
From Miss Jane C. Crowell, of Amherst, Mass., a scrap-
book on Bailey Island.
From Mrs. Henry Johnson, a manuscript letter from
Pio Rajns to Professor Henry Johnson, dated May 27,
1915, praising his translation of The Divine Comedy.
From Captain Henry H. Townshend, Jr., an autograph
album and a photograph album, which had belonged to
James Ripley Osgood, of the Class of 1854.
From Mrs. George Palmer Hyde, a large collection of
manuscripts of President William DeWitt Hyde, and
twenty miscellaneous books.
From Mr. William Witherle Lawrence, a Trustee, and
a member of the Class of 1898, a copy of the first edition
of Edgar Allan Poe's Tales, published in New York
in 1845; papers of the sailing ship "William Witherle", of
Castine, signed by Nathaniel Hawthorne as U. S. Consul
at Liverpool, England, on June 15, 1855; and two vol-
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umes of drawings by Muirhead Bone, entitled The
Western Front, published in London in 1917.
From Mr. Francis Seymour Benjamin, Jr., of the Class
of 1936, and his brother, Mr. Edwin Bonette Benjamin,
of the Class of 1937, a copy of Henry Wadsworth Long-
fellow's Poetical Works, in two volumes, which contained
one verse copied in manuscript and signed by Longfel-
low; also four autographed manuscript letters from Long-
fellow to William Dummer Northend, of the Class of
1843, a grandfather of the two brothers.
From Mr. Clement Franklin Robinson, an Overseer,
and a member of the Class of 1903, a 40-volume set of the
works of Alexandre Dumas in English.
From Mr. George A. Corson, of Tenafly, New Jersey,
the manuscript diary of James William Hanscom, of the
Class of 1846, covering the period from November, 1844
to April, 1847.
From Mr. Albert Trowbridge Gould, a Trustee, and a
member of the Class of 1908, a fund of $1,000, the income
to be used for the purchase of books.
From Mr. James Edward Rhodes, 2nd, of the Class of
1897, money for the purchase of books in the field of
American government, in memory of his aunt, Abbie
Rhodes Hall.
From an anonymous donor, a gift of $100 for the pur-
chase of books in memory of Frank Keppler McClelland,
of the Class of 1943.
MAPS
Last November the College accepted from the Army
Map Service the offer of a collection of 25,000 maps to be
sent to us during the next three years. This is a most
welcome gift, because it covers a field in which we had
only a meager amount of material, and comes at a time
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when we were becoming conscious of the need for such a
collection. The Library assumes the obligation of cata-
loguing and suitably housing it. Steel cabinets for this
purpose will cost several thousand dollars, and extra help
must be provided for the cataloguing, since the present
staff is unable to handle a project of this size.
RARE BOOK ROOM
This room, the gift of which was announced in last
year's report, has now been completed, although it is still
unfurnished. It has proved to be even more beautiful
than pictures and descriptions had led us to expect. We
hope that such a background will prove a stimulus to
friends of the College to give us rare and choice books.
Such books cannot be purchased from the limited funds
at our disposal, and it is only through the generosity of
our friends that we can ever hope to possess these luxuries
of the book world.
HUBBARD HALL
It has been several years since any mention has been
made in this report of the need for an addition to the
Library building. At present we have sufficient seats in
our reading rooms to care for all who wish to study in
the Library, but this will not continue to be true indefi-
nitely, since each year a larger number of students make
use of our facilities for studying. We need individual
studies in the stack for faculty members and students
working on special projects. But the most pressing need
is for additional book storage. Recently we applied for the
basement of Hyde Hall to be used to house the overflow
of books. This is far from an ideal arrangement, but
room had to be found somewhere. Plans for an addition
to the building are being made, but no funds for such an
addition are in sight.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Receipts for Academic Year
1944-45 1943-44 1942-43 1941-42 1940-41
Appropriations, general $13,130 $16,286 $19485 $23,208 $23,837!
Student assistants 1,419 929 1,829 2,401 2,417
Special reading room 650 1,300 1,302 1,457 l >486
Endowment funds . . 9,827 9,560 9,467 9,845 9,602
Gifts, etc 568 753 1*224 1425 »>212
$25,594 $28,828 $33,307 $38,336 $38 >554f

























5,640 $ 8,019 $ 9,552 $ 6,191
1,768 1,611 1451 1,494
994 1*230 1,306 1,654
































$25,594 $28,828 $33*307 $38,336 $38,554t
fincluding $7,000 from capital for construction.
^Including $7,000 for construction.
ENDOWMENT FUNDS
I add a table of the Endowment Funds of the Library
in order that the various funds and their donors may be
recorded.
Name of Fund Established by
Achorn Edgar O. Achorn
The annual balance from the Achorn Flag Fund.
John Appleton Frederick H. Appleton .







Bowdoin George S. Bowdoin
Philip H. Brown John C. Brown . ' .
Chapman Memorial Frederic H. Gerrish
Class of 1875 Class of 1875
Class of 1877 Class of 1877
Class of 1882 Class of 1882
Class of 1888 Class of 1888
Class of 1890 Class of 1890
Class of 1901 Class of 1901
Class of 1904 Class of 1904
Cutler John L. Cutler
Darlington Mrs. Sibyl H. Darlington
James Drummond Mrs. Drummond and daughter
Henry Crosby Emery Class of 1899
Francis Fessenden John Hubbard
Fiske John Orr Fiske
Melville W. Fuller Mrs. Hugh C. Wallace
General fund Several persons
Albert T. Gould Albert T. Gould
Hakluyt Robert Waterson
Louis C. Hatch Louis C. Hatch
$100 annually from the estate of Louis C. Hatch
Samuel W. Hatch Miss Laura A. Hatch
Charles T. Hawes Mrs. Hawes
Holbrook George A. Holbrook
Hubbard Thomas H. Hubbard
Thomas Hubbard His sisters and brother
Lufkin Solon B. Lufkin
Frank J. Lynde George S. Lynde
William Curtis
Merryman Mrs. Merryman
Morse Edward S. Morse
Alpheus S. Packard Sale of publications
William A. Packard William A. Packard
Patten John Patten
Lewis Pierce Henry Hill Pierce
Sherman Mrs. John C. Dodge
Sibley Jonathan L. Sibley
Stanwood Edward Stanwood
Walker Joseph Walker
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CIRCULATION
For Academic Year
1944-45 1943-44 1942-43 i94i-4* 1940-41
Lent, outside
. . . 9>99° 9>6n u>274 i3'5 ] 5 i3>873
Lent, closed reserve . . 4,293 6,856 13,640 19,253 24,980
14,283 16,477 24,914 32,768 38,853
Largest month F. 1081 F. 992 O. 1,272 Mr. 1,878 Mr. 1 ,544
Smallest month Jl. 649 Je. 513 My. 494 S. 543 S. 612
STUDENTS' READING ROOM
The number of readers using the Students' Reading
Room during the past five years is as follows:
1 944-45 1943-44 1942-43 1941-42 1940-41
2,216 758 1.572 2,910 3.735
The sudden increase in the use of this special reading
room was due in large part to the permitting of smoking
there. We now find that frequently we do not have a
sufficient number of comfortable chairs to accommodate
all who wish to use the room. The room was first opened
twenty years ago this fall, and since that time no new
furniture has been added, nor has any been replaced.
Several new leather lounge chairs have been ordered, and
we hope to have them by summer. We plan to purchase
more chairs during the coming year.
THE STAFF
The past two years have not been easy ones for the staff
has been short-handed and the services rendered by stu-
dent assistants has, on the whole, been below the level of
former years. Prospects for the future seem brighter. An
Assistant Librarian was added to the staff in March, and
new recruits to the ranks of student assistants show
promise.
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The personnel of the Library during the past year has
been:
Kenneth James Boyer, A.B., B.L.S., Librarian.
Edward Clement Heintz, A.B., A.B.L.S., Assistant Li-
brarian.
Edith Ellen Lyon, Cataloguer.
Alta Reed, Assistant in the Students' Reading Room.
Marjorie Wagg Frost, Assistant to the Librarian.
Pauline Dikeman Root, A.B., Assistant in charge of the
Loan Desk.
Elizabeth Boswell Smith, Assistant in the Cataloguing
Department.
In conclusion, I wish to give public recognition to the
help furnished by Thomas Auraldo Riley, Richard Leigh
Chittim, and George Roger Edwards, all members of the
Faculty who, since July ist of last year, have been in charge
of the Library in the evenings. I also wish to extend to
them my warm personal thanks for their capable and
loyal assistance. To the regular members of the staff I
wish to express my sincere appreciation for their support
during the past year. Lastly, I wish to record my grati-
tude for the firm support and cooperation given me by
the Faculty Committee on the Library. It has been a
pleasure to work with such a fine Committee.
Respectfully submitted,
Kenneth J. Boyer, Librarian
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APPENDIX
The Library, as Classified, Showing Accessions for the
Period from July 1, 1944 to June 30, 1945
Divisions .£ g tf> b £ 5
g a pq O < H
Bibliography 010 50 9 59 2,131
Library economy 020 7 6 13 934
General encyclopaedias . . . 030 246 899
General collected essays . . 040 1 1 53
General periodicals .... 050 49 1 50 10,159
General societies 060 4 1 5. 273
Newspapers 070 31 7 38 2,285
Special libraries ..... 080 360
Book rarities 090 1 2 3 160
Philosophy 100 9 9 880
Metaphysics 110 97
Special metaphysical topics . 120 1 1 97
Mind and body 130 16 7 23 692
Philosophical systems ... 140 2 1 3 67
Psychology 150 1 31 32 856
Logic 160 2 2 126
Ethics 170 9 5 14 1,074
Ancient philosophers . • . . 180 3 3 236
Modern philosophers ".
. . 190 6 9 15 882
Religion 200 10 2 12 2,202
Natural theology 210 2 2 266
Bible 220 9 1 10 2,031
Doctrinal theology .... 230 3 2 5 1,076
Practical and devotional . . 240 224 475
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Homiletical, pastoral, parochial 250
Church, institutions, work . 260
Religious history .... 270
Christian churches, sects . .280




Political economy .... 330
Law 340
Administration 350
Associations, institutions . . 360
Education 370
Commerce, communication . 380









Greek . . 480







2 4 6 925
11 11 1,066
9 4 13 1,088
7 3 10 Mi3
5 8 13 5H
34 6 40 1,810
13 6 !9 1.325
72 42 114 6.643
76 57 !33 7.326
44 60 104 5'645
46 24 70 3.893
9 »3 22 1.655
20 31 5 1 5.393
9 21 30 3.025
7 3 10 486
15 »4 29 1,024
113
8 9 »7 643
2 2 472




1 2 3 733
3 36 39 227
12 !5 27 4.283
78 10 88 1.952
5 10 !5 1,662
19 2 21 1,651
18 7 25 2.523
3 8 11 1,806





Useful Arts . 600 1
Medicine 610 35
Engineering . 620 23
Agriculture 630 2
Domestic economy .... 640
Communication, commerce . 650 15
Chemical technology . . . 660 1
Manufacturers 670 3
Mechanic trades 680 1
Building ....... 690 3
Fine Arts 700 5
Landscape gardening . . .710 1
Architecture 720 2
Sculpture 730 4

















































Minor languages . . . . 890
History 900
Geography and description . 910
Biography 920
Ancient history 930
Modern history, Europe . . 940
Asia 950
Africa 960
North America .... 970
South America .... 980
Oceanic and polar regions . 990
Alumni collection ....
Maine collection
Students' Reading Room . .
U. S. Documents (serial set) .
Films
14 14 2,301
9 3 1 40 2,726
4 11 !-5 444
16 6 22 2,219
43 57 100 7.379
86 63 149 6,939
3 5 8 1,129
82 56 138 8,292
7 2 9 412
*39




15 91 106 10,581
1 25 26 i,454
14 14 6,425
56 33 89 1,098
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
To the President of Bowdoin College:
The Director of the Museum of Fine Arts has the honor
to submit the following report for the year ending April
30, 1946:
The war years have not been propitious for cultural
institutions. Excepting the National Gallery in Washing-
ton, which has become one of the greatest museums in the
world, most libraries, colleges, and museums have had to
mark time; and the Bowdoin College Museum of Fine
Arts is no exception. During the war, limited leisure and
transportation reduced our attendance, and a shrinking
staff decreased our services. Accessions became few and
exhibitions difficult.
Now, along with the country at large, we are entering
the period of reconstruction. This has been an eventful
year for the country and, in a lesser degree, for the Museum.
With dramatic suddenness military victory reversed the tide
of enrolment until the campus is now teeming. And, like
the college of which it is a part, the Museum has taken a
new lease on life.
Within a few months after victory, the signs of rejuvena-
tion began to appear. Although Mrs. Walter E. Hanley
and Mrs. Herbert Ross Brown, who had served loyally as
secretary and desk assistant respectively, resigned, Dr.
George Roger Edwards returned to his curatorial duties
after four years in the Service, making possible an
immediate attack on the dinginess which had accumulated
during the war years.
In anticipation of Bowdoin's first post-war Commence-
ment, numerous physical needs were given attention: floors
were cleaned and varnished, pedestals were refinished, new
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labels were printed, dirty pictures were cleaned, exhibits in
the Walker Gallery were rearranged, and a new type of dis-
play case, employing artificial lighting, was constructed.
This activity was accompanied by the sounds of new life
when the enrolment in the art course, which meets in the
Museum, increased tenfold within the year.
These efforts are only the beginning. Much work re-
mains which will be done as labor becomes available during
the forthcoming year. The long-neglected walls of the main
galleries must be repainted. A half dozen display cases of
the newest construction and lighting will be built in order
that our small but fine Warren classical collection may be
properly presented. Most important of all, the antiquated
lighting system in the galleries will be modernized.
Although the future holds the most stimulating pros-
pects, it is only fair to say that the war years were not
entirely wasted. They gave us time to plan on a surer
basis; and not all the roads to physical improvement were
closed. It was possible to obtain important units of teach-
ing equipment, and by concentrating on these the lantern-
slide collection, including an impressive percentage of color
slides, was increased beyond the ten thousand mark; and fif-
ty-one fine quality color reproductions were added to a large
and excellent study collection during the past year alone.
In odd moments the slides and reproductions were entirely
recatalogued and filed in new cases. Thus the equipment
for the teaching of art at Bowdoin was brought to a very
satisfactory state, probably not surpassed by that of any
other college of equal size. Attention was also given to a
project to which we can point with pride, the highly popu-
lar student loan collection of framed color reproductions;
forty new prints were added to the group and an order
placed for others. Much thought and experimentation were
also devoted to the courses in art, which have been revised
in the light of our own experience and of current practices
in other institutions. During the war only the elementary
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courses were offered; but the advanced courses, which the
capacity enrolment now justifies, will be offered this
summer.
TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS
In spite of wartime curtailments, several loan exhibitions
were held which attracted favorable attention, as follows:
Commencement and throughout June: Sixty drypoint
etchings by Cadwallader Washburn, of Brunswick, and five
tempera paintings by Newell Convers Wyeth, A.M., of
Chadd's Ford, Pa. America's most noted illustrator, Mr.
Wyeth, was awarded an honorary degree by the College in
June, 1945. He was killed in a train accident a few months
later.
July: Thirty-eight watercolors by James Fitzgerald, of
Monhegan, Maine, lent by the artist.
August: Paintings of Latin America by Miss Edith Mc-
Murtrie, of Philadelphia, lent by the artist.
October: Illuminated manuscripts by Miss Priscilla Ma-
goun, of Bath, lent by the artist.
October 15 - November 15: Watercolors by Mrs. Ruth
Hammond, of Brunswick, lent by the artist.
November 15 - December 30: A photographic survey,
"Education in Great Britain", lent by the British Informa-
tion Services.
November 27 - January 12: Thirty-one oil paintings by
the famous American marine painter, Frederick Waugh
(1861-1940), lent by Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Quantrell, of
New York.
January 12 -February 12: A photographic survey, "Maine
Architecture ,,
,
lent by Colby College.
February 23 -March 3/: Watercolors by Miss Mary S.
Packard, of Pennellville, lent by the artist.
April 1 - April 5: Paintings by Miss Edythe A. Laws, of
East Harpswell, lent by the artist.
5<d Bowdoin College
In addition, we were allowed to keep on indefinite loan
a portrait of George Washington by Gilbert Stuart, which
is owned by Mr. Walter W. Foskett, of Palm Beach, Florida,
and five paintings frorti the collection of Lady Oakes:
Landscape by Aelbert Cuyp
Portrait of a Young Man With a Short Sword by Rem-
brandt
The Woodcutter's Return by Gainsborough
Pieter Tjarck by Frans Hals
Southwark Fair by Hogarth
These masterpieces have added immeasurably to our
displays.
LOANS TO OTHERS
The Museum had the honor of lending its drawing,
Mountainous Landscape by Pieter Brughel, to the Museum
of Fine Arts, in Boston, throughout October for an exhibi-
tion of landscape painting which attracted nation-wide
notice.
ACQUISITIONS
During the year the Museum acquired, in addition to the
color reproductions purchased by means of the James Phin-
ney Baxter Fund in memory of Professor Henry Johnson,
the following items:
45.20: A Survey of Persian Art, edited by Arthur Pope
and Phyllis Ackerman, six volumes. Gift of Miss Agnes
Miles Carpenter, of New York and Bar Harbor.
45.55: An embroidered Armenian tapestry, bequeathed
by Mrs. John Decoven Berry, of Brunswick.
45.60: A silver tankard by John Potwine, American,
1698-1792. Bequest of Mrs. Nina R. Lennox, of Wiscasset,
in memory of her grandfather, Edmund Bridge Bowman,
of the Class of 1823.
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45.61: A gold, egg-shaped watch, German Nuremberger
type, 18th century. Gift of Mrs. Louise S. Verrill.
46.5: A pencil drawing, Hands No. 2, by Henry Lee Mc-
Fee, American (b. 1886) . Gift from the Childe Hassam
Fund of the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
46.6: Masterpieces of Persian Art, by Arthur Upham
Pope.
46.7: Athar - e - Iran, Annales du Service Archeologique
de VIran, 1936. Vol. 1, Fajscicule 1.
46.8: The French Renaissance, by Catherine E. Boyd,
published by the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1940.
The above three books were presented by Miss Agnes
Miles Carpenter.
ATTENDANCE
Visitors to the Museum from May 1, 1945 through April
30, 1946 numbered 4,509. This figure represents an in-
crease of about one thousand visitors over the previous
year; but it does not include students who passed through
the Museum en route to the classes in art or groups which
visited the Museum for purposes of study. It is apparent
that the continuation of restriction on gasoline until after
the announcement of victory greatly affected the number
of visitors who would ordinarily have come to the Museum
during the warm season; but an unprecedented influx of
tourists is expected to visit Maine during the coming sum-
mer and the Museum, accordingly, is planning several ex-
hibitions for their benefit as well as for the record enrol-
ment of students who will attend the summer session at
the College.
Respectfully submitted,
Philip C. Beam, Director



